Graduate Readiness and Access in Mathematics (GRAM) Program

Two-Year Intensive Training: Summer 2018 – Spring 2020

Designed to provide first-rate mathematical problem solving and research training of undergraduate math majors*, including placement into respected mathematical graduate programs, and resources to facilitate success in those programs.

**Benefits**
- Stipend (~$5,000/year) to support mathematical research at CSUF
- Work with CSUF mathematics faculty
- Travel funds to attend and present at conferences
- Participate in summer research at PhD granting institution
- Guidance in scientific writing and presentation skills, and graduate school application process

**Requirements**
- *Must expect Spring 2019 graduation with B.A. in Mathematics
- Must be a U.S. citizen or have permanent resident status
- Must show proof of health insurance
- Minimum GPA of 3.2
- Must be interested in conducting research in mathematics and entering a PhD or other degree program that includes a PhD
- Preference given to students from underrepresented racial or ethnic groups, with a disability, or from a socially, culturally, economically or educationally disadvantaged background

**Deadline**
Due: Monday, April 16, 2018 at 5:00 PM

For more information and the application form: [http://math.fullerton.edu/resources/gram.php](http://math.fullerton.edu/resources/gram.php)
Dr. Scott Annin (Program Co-Director: sannin@fullerton.edu)
Dr. Anael Verdugo (Program Co-Director: averdugo@fullerton.edu)